This unique 1.5 day Demand Driven S&OP (DDS&OP) Experience workshop will allow you and your team to
experience and test the implementation of DEMAND DRIVEN MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS PLANNING
(DDMRP) buffers in a simulated business environment powered by THE FRESH CONNECTION (TFC).
Specifically designed for senior or executive management and personnel seeking to demystify the demand
driven methodologies, or who are required to support a DDMRP implementation. Presented with typical
business constraints and challenges, participants go through a DDS&OP process to implement DDMRP. Using
fundamental Demand Driven buffer rules teams discover the power and impact of DDMRP
buffers strategically positioned to protect the flow.
"All benefits will be directly related to the speed of flow of information and materials." George Plossl
This workshop provides a broad and practical decision-making experience of implementing DDMRP buffer
configuration in a simulated real-world environment. We cover concepts of DDMRP buffer methodology and
experience the positive impact in a risk-free environment. The workshop progresses through the phases
of buffer configuration, the Demand Driven Operating Model (DDOM) activities, through to initiation of
DDS&OP processes.
You will discover how implementing buffers in a budget constrained environment, typical of the real-world,
can satisfy high service level expectations while systematically reducing inventory investment AND achieving
an expected Return on Investment. The experience provides a platform for organizational change
management, builds confidence for your DDMRP, DDOM and DDS&OP projects and is relevant for senior and
executive business leaders as well as key operational leadership.

ABOUT DEMAND DRIVEN
Demand Driven MRP at its core is a methodology to manage inventory in simple to complex and dynamic
environments Any company that experiences inventory shortages or overages, frequent schedule changes,
unacceptable customer service or over-stressed employees will benefit. Does this sound like your business?
WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND
You will see managing the optimal range of the right inventory can be easier given the proper tools, training
and analytics. You will experience achieving high service levels while reducing inventory levels using demand
driven buffer methodology and adopting a Demand Driven Operating Model. You will gain the understanding
that Sales & Operations Planning truly can be a bi-directional conversation. On completion delegates will
have a good grasp of the Demand Driven methodologies, be able to motivate or make decisions on whether
to pursue DDMRP as a business solution and support their DDPP and DDLP certified project leads during a
DDMRP implementation.
Introducing Demand-Driven Replenishment (DDMRP) in SAP S/4HANA
During the session on Tuesday am 8th September there will be a presentation and discussion about the
implementation of DDMRP methodology in SAP S/4HANA. Over the next few years existing SAP
implementations in ECC6 will be converted to SAP S/4HANA, this is a unique opportunity to see how DDMRP
has been introduced by SAP into SAP S/4HANA.
"Any intelligent fool can make things bigger and more complex. It takes a touch of genius - and a lot of
courage - to move in the opposite direction." Albert Einstein
This workshop is co-branded and fully endorsed by the DEMAND DRIVEN INSTITUTE
FAQs
What should I bring into the event?
This workshop requires each person to connect with the internet using a personal device. Please bring your
laptop, or similar device and charger. While you're about it, bring a colleague too.
This workshop will be on Monday 7th and Tuesday am 8th October in the in the Red Cow Hotel, Dublin
Course price is €995, for ASCM / IPICS Members €945

Register Now: Contact Bernie Riordan, IPICS Administrator at IPICS today at 01 902 3729 or
download the course registration below:
IPICS SCM Course Registration Form

